Bilateral comparison of blackbody cavities for calibration of infrared ear thermometers between NPL and FE/LMK.
The paper describes the comparison method and analyses the results of comparison in terms of agreement between the blackbody of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), United Kingdom and four different blackbody cavities of the Laboratory of Metrology and Quality (LMK), at the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FE), Slovenia. Three cavity shapes are suggested in different standards as suitable for calibration of infrared ear thermometers (IRETs), while one cavity shape was proposed by the LMK. The agreement between blackbody cavities was determined with the help of platinum resistance thermometers. Two reference IRETs were used to check their stability and level of agreement between calibration results at different institutes and against different blackbody cavities. Measurements were performed with two IRETs, at the NPL in one cavity and at the LMK in four different cavities. The comparison was initiated to solve the problem of assuring proper traceability for IRETs and to present the solution to their users.